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For Google Chrome, Safari, Opera and many other browsers go to this site. Click on the option to
download the latest version directly to your desktop. 13. Ultra HD Blu-ray vs. HD Blu-ray [Direct
Link] Dual Link - HDMV Ã¢â‚¬Å“Dual LinkÃ¢â‚¬Â� videostreams two different movie streams to

both a computer and a display at the same time. Dual Link operation is similar to 3D cinema movie
streams, but 2D. Dual Link improves picture resolution and allows 2D viewing on computer

monitors and HDTVs. UHD Blu-ray benefits Ã¢â‚¬Å“4K images with stunning HDR, faster-than-ever
performance, a hi-tech code structure and a massive library of contentÃ¢â‚¬Â�. UHD Blu-ray

delivers images that are up to 100 times sharper than the previous HD standard. Gigabit Ethernet
capabilities allow the use of fast data communication applications as well as performance

benchmarks. Ultra HD Blu-ray format delivers the highest image quality the world has ever seen,
with benefits including improved resolution, color, contrast, and brightness. UHD Blu-ray content

requires new home theater equipment that supports back-end 3D formats as well as new 4K
monitors. UHD Blu-ray will enable consumers to enjoy 4K video at home, which will help drive the
adoption of 4K-ready televisions and set-top boxes. By creating the highest-quality content, Ultra

HD Blu-ray owners will benefit from more advanced video technology and immersive
entertainment. The Ultimate HD Blu-ray Player Ã¢â‚¬â€� Samsung DM-UX1A900 [Direct Link] : The

Ultimate HD Blu-ray Player supports Ultra HD Blu-ray up to 60 frames per second and features a
lossless Blu-ray player and transfer via HDMI. It also includes a slimline remote control and

exclusive Internet viewing tool, Samsung Link. A long-lasting power supply is a required element
for future-proofing a home theater system. Samsung is announcing the Samsung MPA-X500

FVLPÂ® which will provide a 1000 hour and 500 hour battery life. The Samsung MPA-X500 FV
6d1f23a050
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